ABSTRACT. Let S = C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring. Denote by p a the power sum symmetric polynomial x a 1 + · · · + x a n . We consider the following two questions: Describe the subsets A ⊂ N such that the set of polynomials p a with a ∈ A generate a prime ideal in S or the set of polynomials p a with a ∈ A is a regular sequence in S. We produce a large families of prime ideals by exploiting Serre's criterion for normality [4, Theorem 18.15] with the help of arithmetic considerations, vanishing sums of roots of unity [9] . We also deduce several other results concerning regular sequences of symmetric polynomials.
INTRODUCTION
Let S = C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring. A sequence of elements y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y d in a ring S is called regular sequence on S if the ideal y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y d is proper and for each i, the image of y i+1 is a nonzero divisor in S/ y 1 , . . . , y i .
Following the notation of Macdonald [10] , let p a , h a and e a denote the power sum symmetric polynomial, complete symmetric polynomial, and the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree a in S respectively. Let N be the set of positive integers. For a given set A ⊂ N, we denote by the set of power sum symmetric polynomials as p A = {p a | a ∈ A}. In this paper, we discuss the following two questions: [1, Theorem 2.11] . Similarly the authors, also formulated a conjecture, when three complete symmetric polynomials form a regular sequence in C[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ], see [1, Conjecture 2.17] . In a joint paper with Martino [8] , we could provide evidence for these conjectures by proving it in special instances. Then we employed the technique of Serre's criterion to show the primeness of an ideal. For instance, we have shown that the ideal I = p a , p a+1 , . . . , p a+m−1 is prime in S if m < n − 1, see [8, Theorem 3.3] . We have also shown that the ideal I = p 1 , p 2m , where m ∈ N, is prime in C[x 1 , . . . , x 4 ], see [8, Proposition 4.1] . In this way, we succeeded to give more families of regular sequences. With the help of Computer calculations, we proposed, Conjecture 4.5 and Conjecture 4.6 in [8] . One of the main result of this paper, Theorem 3.8, partially answers the Conjecture 4.6 in [8] .
In this paper, we have managed to produce families of prime ideals by exploiting Serre's criterion with the help of arithmetic considerations, vanishing sums of roots of unity [9] . The main results of the paper are the following:
(i) Let S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring with n ≥ 4. Let I = p a , p b , where a, b ∈ N. Let b − a = n 0 . Suppose q 1 is the smallest prime factor in the factorization of n 0 . If q 1 > max{n, a}, then I is a prime ideal in S. (ii) Let S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring with n ≥ 3. Let a ∈ N and m < n − 1. Let I = p a , p 2a , . . . , p ma . Then I is a prime ideal in S. Section 2 contains preliminary results. In Section 3, we discuss the problem of whether two power sum symmetric polynomials generate a prime ideal in S for n ≥ 4. We answer this to certain extent purely in terms of arithmetic conditions of the degree of polynomials and the number of indeterminates, see Theorem 3.8. Let I = p a , p 2a , . . . , p ma , where a ∈ N, and m < n − 1. We show that I is a prime ideal in S for all n ≥ 3, see Theorem 3.13. For n ≥ 3, we show that
form a regular sequence in S for all a ≥ 2. We also show that any two complete symmetric polynomial form a regular sequence in S for all n ≥ 3. Similar results also hold for the power sum and elementary symmetric polynomials, see Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.7. Computer calculations in CoCoA [2] suggest that I = h 1 , h 2m , where m ∈ N, should be a prime ideal in C[x 1 , . . . , x 4 ]. It is obvious for m = 1. We provide evidence for m = 2 in the Example 3.16.
GENERALITIES AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let S = C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring. Let p a , h a and e a be the power sum symmetric polynomial, complete symmetric polynomial, and the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree a in S respectively, that is,
For instance, for n = 3 and a = 2, one has
For these symmetric polynomials, we have the following Newton's formula, see [10, Equation's 2.6 ′ , 2.11, 2.11 ′ respectively]:
We will use the following lemma to prove the smoothness of symmetric polynomials h a , e a , and p a in the Lemma 3.2. We will also use Lemma 2.1 in the Example 3.16. 
(ii)
Proof. We can write h a = x i h a−1 + g for some polynomial g not involving x i . Taking partial derivative of h a w.r.t.
By Euler's formula, we have ∑
Taking partial derivative of e a w.r.t.
Proceeding as before, we conclude that
The claim of (iii) is obvious.
For a given natural number m, consider the m-th roots of unity in the field of complex number C. We may ask ourself for which natural numbers n and k, do there exist m-th roots of unity α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ C such that α k 1 + α k 2 + · · · + α k n = 0? We define such an equation to be Vanishing sum of k-th power of m-th roots of unity of weight n. For k = 1, such an equation is said to be a vanishing sum of m-th roots of unity of weight n. For instance, for m = 10 and k = 1, the set of n's is {0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, . . . }. For a given m and k, let W (m, k) be the set of weights n for which there exists a vanishing sum α k [13] have classified all minimal vanishing sums α 1 + · · · + α n = 0 of weight n ≤ 12. For similar treatment by Mann, one may also see [11] . 
PRIME IDEALS AND REGULAR SEQUENCES
We begin this section with a useful lemma, which states that all the partial derivatives of a complete symmetric polynomial form a regular sequence in the polynomial ring, see Lemma 3.1. Then we use Lemma 3.1 to show that the complete symmetric polynomials and their partial derivatives are smooth polynomials, see Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. Then we recall the irreducibility of Schur polynomial in the polynomial ring, see [3, Theorem 3.1] . In a special case, we discuss the smoothness of Schur polynomial, see Example 3.5. Then we discuss the main results of this paper, Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.13 respectively. We also discuss the case of two complete symmetric polynomials generating a prime ideal in the polynomial ring. 
form a regular sequence in S.
form a regular sequence in S for all a < n.
Proof. Let the ideal generated by all the partial derivatives of h a be J a , that is,
We have
. Thus, clearly h a ∈ J a . By Lemma 2.1 (i), we have
That is, h a−1 ∈ J a . By Lemma 2.1 (i), we have
Thus, we observe that J a+1 ⊂ J a . Moreover, h a+1 ∈ J a+1 . Proceeding similarly, we have a chain of containment of ideals
, any n consecutive complete symmetric polynomials h a−1 , h a , . . . , h a+n−2 form a regular sequence in S for all a ≥ 2. Thus, we conclude that ht(J a ) = n, moreover J a is a complete intersection ideal in S. The claim (ii) is obvious. Let the ideal generated by all the partial derivatives of e a be E a . The proof of (iii) is similar to above, except the fact that this time, we choose carefully a's such that e a ∈ E a . The reason for this is that e a = 0 for all a > n. We want to use the fact that e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ∈ E a . As we know that e 1 , · · · , e n form a regular sequence in S.
In the following lemma, we discuss the smoothness of the symmetric polynomials h a , e a and p a .
Lemma 3.2. Let n
∈ N with n ≥ 3. Let S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring.
Then the following holds:
(i) h a is smooth, hence an irreducible element in S for all a ≥ 1.
(ii) e a is smooth, hence an irreducible element in S for all 1 ≤ a ≤ n − 1.
(iii) p a is smooth, hence an irreducible element in S for all a ≥ 1.
Proof. If a = 1, the claims are obvious. We will give an elementary proof of (i).
The proof of (ii) and (iii) are similar.
Proof of (i):
If h a = f · g with f and g non constant polynomial, then f and g have to be homogeneous. By Bezout theorem, the hypersurfaces f = 0 and g = 0 intersects in the projective space P n−1 , since n ≥ 3. This gives a singular point on the hypersurface h a = 0. So, it suffices to prove that h a ,
have no common zero in C n − {0}. This claim follows from Lemma 3.1 (i).
In the following lemma, we discuss the smoothness of the partial derivatives of the complete symmetric polynomials.
is smooth, and hence irreducible in S.
Proof. It is enough to show that
is smooth. Similar to the proof given in Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that all its partial derivatives
have no common zero in C n − {0}. We set few notations for convenience, for instance,
. Let the ideal generated by all the partial derivatives of g a,1 be I a :
. With this observation, one obtains
Taking partial derivatives of g a,i w.r.t. x 1 , for i = 1, . . . , n,
Then summing up, we get
for some integer number ♯, which is irrelevant. Thus, we conclude that
Also g a,1 ∈ I a . We also know that g a,1 =
. Thus, we get h a−1 ∈ I a . Now consider the ideal
Proceeding similarly, we obtain
for some integer number ♯ 1 , which is irrelevant. Thus, we conclude that
Also g a+1,1 ∈ I a+1 . We also know that g a+1,1 =
. Thus, we get h a ∈ I a+1 . Also note that
Proceeding in a similar way, we obtain the following relations I a+ j+1 ⊂ I a+ j , and h a+ j−1 ∈ I a+ j for all j ≥ 0. Thus, using similar argument as in the Lemma 3.1, we conclude that ht(I a ) = n, moreover I a is a complete intersection ideal in S. Thus the claim follows.
Following Macdonald [10] , the Schur polynomial is defined as
where λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n ) is the partition of non-negative integers with λ i ≥ λ i+1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. For Schur polynomial, we have the following relation, see [10, Equation 3 .4]:
where n ≥ l(λ ).
Remark 3.4. Irreducibility of Schur polynomial is discussed by Dvornicich and Zannier in [3] . Let n ≥ 3. For a given partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n ), where λ 1 > λ 2 > · · · > λ n with λ n = 0 and gcd(λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n−1 ) = 1, then the Schur polynomial Assuming that the Schur polynomial s λ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is irreducible in S. One may ask, whether is it true that the Schur polynomial is also smooth? The answer is positive in the case of h a and e a . Computational evidence shows that the answer is negative in general. However, in a special case, when the partition λ is of the form (λ 1 , 1, 0) for λ 1 ≥ 2, then the Schur polynomial s λ (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) turns out to be smooth in C[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ]. We discuss the proof of this in the following example:
Proof. By (7), we have
Similar to the proof given in Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that all its partial derivatives
have no common zero in C 3 − {0}. Taking partial derivatives of s λ w.r.t.
We see that h 1 = x i , unless x i = 0 for all i. Thus the common zero of
is also a common zero of
. By Lemma 3.1, we conclude that
is a complete intersection ideal in S. Thus the claim follows.
We record the following convention, which we will follow from here onwards throughout this paper: Conventions 3.6. When we list the symmetric polynomials f i 1 , f i 2 , . . . , f i k with respective degrees deg( f i j ) = i j , we always assume that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k , unless otherwise specified.
In the following proposition, we will see that any two complete symmetric polynomials always form a regular sequence in S = C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] for n ≥ 3. Similar results also hold for the power sum and elementary symmetric polynomials. Proof. We will prove (i). By Lemma 3.2, h a is an irreducible polynomial in S.
Hence S/ h a is a domain. Now h b being an irreducible polynomial in S, can not be factored into lower degree complete symmetric polynomials h a . So, h b is a nonzero divisor in S/ h a for b > a. Hence h a , h b form a regular sequence in S. Proof of (ii) and (iii) are similar.
We have seen that any two power sum polynomials p a , p b form a regular sequence in S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] for n ≥ 3. We would like to know when two power sum polynomials generate a prime ideal in S for n ≥ 4. In a special case, some answers are known due to [8, Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.3]. In the following theorem, we will answer this to certain extent, when two power sum polynomials generate a prime ideal in S for n ≥ 4, purely in terms of arithmetic conditions of the degree of polynomials and the number of indeterminates. Proof. If n 0 = 1, then I is a prime ideal in S follows from [8, Theorem 4.3] . Thus, we assume that n 0 ≥ 2. Let R = S/I. We compute the Jacobian of I up to scalar (We can ignore the coefficients, since we are in the field of characteristic zero.), say Jacobian is J:
, denotes the ideal generated by 2 × 2 minors of Jacobian. Also ht(I) = 2, since I is generated by a regular sequence of length 2. The determinants of 2 × 2 minors of the Jacobian can be written as
Thus, we have
Claim:
. . , x n ). Suppose not, that is, there exists w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) ∈ P n−1 with w ∈ Z(I + J ′ ). Since w is in P n−1 , we may assume w = (1, y 1 , y 2 Both the equations reduce to the existence of solution of 1+y a 1 +y a 2 +· · ·+y a n−1 = 0. We use the fact that all the y i 's are n 0 -th roots of unity, say 1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n 0 −1 . Suppose q 1 is the smallest prime factor in the factorization of n 0 . If q 1 > max{n, a}, then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 1 + y a 1 + y a 2 + · · · + y a n−1 = 0. So, the only possible solution has to be the trivial solution. Hence the claim is proved.
Thus ht(I + J ′ ) = n and dim S/(I + J ′ ) = 0. The co-dimension of J ′ in S is n − 2. By [4, Theorem 18.15], R is a product of normal domain, since n ≥ 4. Thus, we can write R = R 1 × · · · × R k . Since R is a standard graded C-algebra with R 0 = C, Proof. There is a standard isomorphism Remark 3.12. Note that the goal of Proposition 3.11 is to generate more families of prime ideals from given prime ideals.
By [1, Proposition 2.9], we know that p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n form a regular sequence in S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ]. We also know that a subset of a regular sequence is again a regular sequence. Thus p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m also form a regular sequence for all m < n. Then by [1, Lemma 2.2], we conclude that p a , p 2a , . . . , p ma also form a regular sequence. Let I = p a , p 2a , . . . , p ma , where a ∈ N, and m < n − 1. Let R = S/I. Then R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. In the following theorem, we will show that I is a prime ideal in S. We show this by proving that R is a normal domain using Serre's criterion for normality. Proof. For a = 1, it follows from [8, Proposition 4.3] . Assume a > 1. Let R = S/I. We compute the Jacobian of I up to scaler, say Jacobian is J:
We can ignore the coefficients, since we are in the field of characteristic zero. We have ht(I) = m, since I is generated by a regular sequence of length m. Let J ′ = I m (J), denotes the ideal generated by m×m minors of Jacobian J. The determinants of m × m minors of the Jacobian can be written as
where j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m are some positive integers. Therefore
.
Claim: 
We know that neither β i = 0 nor w i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , v. So β i w a i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , v. We can choose the matrix say M with first v rows out of m rows and look for the solution. The matrix M is of full rank since w i = w j for i = j, so the only possible solution has to be the trivial solution. Hence the claim is proved. By similar argument as used in Theorem 3.8, we conclude that R is a normal domain and I is a prime ideal in S.
For n ≥ 4, we know that the ideal p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m is prime in S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] for all m < n − 1, see [8, Theorem 4.3] . We will see in the following theorem that similar result holds for the complete symmetric polynomials and the elementary symmetric polynomials. Therefore the ideals h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m and e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m are also prime in S.
Proof. It follows from simple observation in the ring of symmetric polynomials that the algebra generated by the power sum polynomials p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m is same as the algebra generated by h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m , and also by e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m . Thus one has
One may also conclude (8) from Newton's formula (1) and (3 Computer calculations in CoCoA [2] suggest that I = h 1 , h 2m , where m ∈ N, should be a prime ideal in S = C[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ]. For m = 1, it follows from Proposition 3.14. We prove for m = 2 in the following example.
Proof. Let R = S/I. We compute the Jacobian of I, say Jacobian is J. Let J ′ = I 2 (J), denotes the ideal generated by 2 × 2 minors of Jacobian. Also ht(I) = 2, since I is generated by a regular sequence of length 2. The determinants of 2 × 2 minors of the Jacobian can be written as
By Lemma 2.1 (i), we may write J ′ as
. Suppose not, that is, there exists w = (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ) ∈ P 3 with w ∈ Z(I + J ′ ). We assume that none of w i is zero. Also assume that w i = w j for i = j. Since w is in P 3 , we can make w 1 = 1 as w 1 = 0. So, let w = (1, x, y, z). As w ∈ Z(I + J ′ ), we have h 1 (w) = 0 = h 4 (w), moreover
By (9),
An easy simplification shows that it is not possible. We may argue similarly when w i = w j for i = j. Hence there is no nontrivial solution. By similar argument as used in Theorem 3.8, we conclude that R is a normal domain and I is a prime ideal.
Simply note that by [1, Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.9], the sequence of polynomials p a , p 2a , . . . , p na and h a , h 2a , . . . , h na form a regular sequence in S = C[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] respectively. We partially extend the above conclusion in the following proposition: We answer the previous question to some extent in the Theorem 3.8. We observe that the Theorem 3.8 is still in weaker form, due to arithmetic condition q 1 > max{n, a}. In fact one can answer all the prime ideals which arises by using Serre criterion for normality and vanishing sums of roots of unity, by answering the following problem: For n = 4 in the previous question, the computational calculations in CoCoA [2] 
Recall the following definition: has the SLP with x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x n as a strong Lefschetz element using the fact that it is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of a direct product of projective spaces over the complex number field. We see that S/in(I) has the SLP. Thus, by [15, Proposition 2.9] we conclude that R has the SLP. 
